


The Ipiphony IP-PBX is a versatile, mobile, fully featured telephony

system that gives small business users leading-edge functionality in a 

simple-to-use, simple-to-understand package. To survive and prosper 

in today’s competitive business environment, businesses must take 

advantage of available communications technologies, and Ipiphony’s 

intuitive operation and wealth of capabilities make it painless and 

straightforward to increase business productivity. You can now have the 

value of a high-dollar IP-PBX in a small business package and at a 

reasonable “small business” price.

A COMPLETE SMALL BUSINESS 
COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTION
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WHY CHOOSE THE IPIPHONY 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM?

The Ipiphony system comes equipped with a superior 
selection of advanced features and functionality 
unmatched in any other phone system. 

Ideal for small business owners with a desire for the functionality and applications VoIP 
systems have been promising for years, Ipiphony arrives with a wealth of advanced 
features—including those usually found on enterprise-class IP-PBX systems.  Ipiphony 
ships with call queues, call recording, graphical reporting tools, first name/last name 
directory, unlimited conference bridging, voicemail, hunt groups and auto-attendants, all 
built in and ready to use.  

The Ipiphony system is built on a licensed Asterisk 
platform and our fully supported, dealer-driven model 
ensures reliability, security and maintainability.

Even the best system may falter when it’s brought to life in the chaos of a hectic work 
environment.  Installation and maintenance of your Ipiphony system is fully supported by 
your dealer, who will provide an orderly pathway of upgrades and versioning that guaran-
tees reliability so that the exciting functionality you purchased continues to operate 
smoothly through multiple generations of the product.     

Affordable, especially when networking multiple 
systems and locations together. 

Already an astonishing value for its advanced functionality and support at an affordable 
price, the Ipiphony system is an especially cost-effective option for businesses that want 
to network multiple locations.  The cost for networking with Ipiphony is just a fraction of 
that available anywhere else.
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And it doesn’t stop there.  With Ipiphony, small 
business owners can hit the ground running with a 
system that provides the competitive advantages of 
next-generation technology, customized from the 
start to fit their individual business and extremely 
intuitive to use and control.  Here are more of the 
many advantages of purchasing the Ipiphony system:

Capability
Ipiphony offers sophisticated functionality in an intuitive and 
streamlined package.  The Ipiphony communications suite 
helps you become more efficient and enhances the 
capabilities of your operation right out of the box.  From 
initiating conference calls to setting up and modifying call 
routes to connecting with remote users, getting started 
with Ipiphony’s intuitive web-based interface is fast and 
easy.  And with the modular apps model, you can add 
everything from real-time video to IM to virtual presence as 
your needs grow.  

Versatility
Ipiphony meets you where you are —the Ipiphony 
system offers state-of-the-art technology that 
can replace your existing system or integrate 
with your current platform.  It interfaces with 
either VoIP, your existing phone lines or both, 
and offers custom integration with virtually 
any software.  
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Affordability
Small businesses can compete on a level playing field with much 
larger companies without all the expense of a traditional phone 
system. At roughly 40% less than a comparably configured PBX, 
Ipiphony is an enterprise-class system that lowers operating 
costs without sacrificing functionality, reliability or security.

Scalability
The Ipiphony system can be configured to accommodate anything 
from a small office to hundreds of users at multiple locations.
 

Mobility
Ipiphony offers true mobility by enabling you to easily and intuitively manage all aspects of 
your phone system.  The Ipiphony web interface allows full access to your system from 
any web browser anytime, anywhere —from managing system applications all the way 
down to programming individual handsets. 

Ease of use
A problem with the Ipiphony server?  Ipiphony does away with 
complicated and frustrating tech support calls.  The “mood light” 
indicator —the colors illuminating the Ipiphony logo —provide a 
visual diagnosis at a glance:  if the light is blue, the system is 
operating correctly; if the light is any other color, there’s a problem 
that can be easily diagnosed with the troubleshooting color chart.

mood light troubleshooting

40% savings over a comparable PBX
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Ipiphony’s easy-to-use web tools include:

Web interface 
An icon-based control panel that can be accessed externally so that 
you can view and manage your system’s applications from any 
computer anywhere, including via the Endpoint ManagerTM.

Operator panel
The Adobe flash-based operator panel displays activity at all 
extensions, including incoming calls, active calls and conference calls.  
The operator panel even shows caller IDs and active call queues.

Endpoint ManagerTM

Allows you to program buttons on any handset from a single screen 
via our easy-to-use web interface.  The Ipiphony Endpoint ManagerTM 
synchronizes settings in real 
time, unlike many remote 
access tools, allowing both end 
users and administrators to 
securely re-program endpoints 
from anywhere.
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Auto-attendant 
Ipiphony creates call flows with the help 
of an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 
system —a digital receptionist that will 
offer pre-recorded options for selecting 
individuals or departments.  There is no 
limitation on how many you can have.  
Music or customized messages can be 
played when a call is on hold.  

Call parking 
Calls can be placed on hold in a 
“parking lot” to keep extensions free. 

Call presence
Call presence updates your availability 
and activity status —such as “on the 
phone” or “away” —automatically on 
systemwide integrated applications 
such as instant messaging.  

 

 

Call monitoring 
Managers can listen in on calls, and 
can barge in to speak to customers or 
whisper for agents’ ears alone.

Ring groups
Multiple extensions can be configured 
to ring with each call until that call is 
picked up by any one extension

Call conferencing 
The Ipiphony system allows multi-party
conferencing with advanced features 
found on high-end conferencing 
systems, such as PIN-based security, 
quiet mode, user join/leave, forced 
mute, increase/decrease 
volume and conference 
recording.

Feature-rich voice service: The Ipiphony system is 
equipped with a wealth of enterprise-class features: 

Auto-attendant 
Blacklisting  
Call conferencing 
Call monitoring 
Call parking 
Call presence 
 

Call queuing 
Call recording
Call waiting
Customized voice prompts 
Day / night control 
Find me / follow me 

Music on hold 
Outbound / inbound 
routes management 
Ring groups
Voicemail / voicemail to 
email / fax to email
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Call queuing
Calls waiting for a response will be 
placed in a queue in which calls are 
answered in the order they were 
received, or may be prioritized for a 
quicker response that leapfrogs the 
queue.  Call queues are unlimited.

  
Customized voice prompts 

Customized messages, including 
rerouting, can be made from any 
handset, or uploaded.

Voicemail / voicemail to 
email / fax to email

Voicemails can be accessed and 
changed on the extension or via web 
interface. Users can receive email 
notifications when they have a new 
voicemail message, and faxes can be 
forwarded to email.

Find me / follow me 
Users can program a prompt or can 
automatically route callers to an 
extension, a mobile phone or any 
number wherever they are. 

 
Call recording

The administrator can enable or disable 
call recording for the desired extensions 
and queues and listen to or download 
voice logs.   

Music on hold 
Pre-recorded MP3s or WAV files may be
played when a caller is placed on hold. 
Hold music and messages are easily
administered via the web interface.

Outbound / inbound 
routes management 

Based on the caller ID or dialed number, 
inbound calls from specific individuals 
may be routed to a different number or 
department than the general public, and 
calls from known telemarketers can be 
immediately disconnected.  Inbound 
faxes are identified.  Outbound calls are 
routed to use the least costly option. 

 
Blacklisting 

Users can block certain numbers from 
making further calls to any extension. 

 
Day / night control

Users can configure call flow depending 
on the time of day —for example, calls 
may be routed to extensions with 
voicemail boxes during office hours and 
with a different number or a customized 
message for calls arriving after hours.
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Ipiphony’s sophisticated reporting tools include:

Customer relationship 
management (CRM)

Ipiphony easily integrates with open-source CRM applications 
such as vtiger and SugarCRM.  Customer relationship 
management provides advanced features such as screen-
pops —pop-ups of vital client information that arrive on your 
screen when a call from that client comes in —and click-to-call 
—connection to the phone number on the pop-up with a click.

Graphical call tracking and reporting 
Call reports can be generated on a variety of parameters, e.g., daily 
reports to gauge or compare call patterns, call activity by extension or 
call details.  Reports can be downloaded in PDF format or as a CSV 
file, and can be viewed in graphical formats for quick overall review. 

X-Lite Client
Ipiphony integrates with the X-Lite Client, a free software program that enables you to use 
your computer as a telephone.  

Interested in learning more about Ipiphony? 

Contact              or visit www.ipiphony.com 
       to locate your dealer. 

About Ipiphony:  An Asterisk developer and Microsoft Certified Partner, Ipiphony is 
dedicated to providing small businesses with business productivity solutions.  
For more information, call 866.915.2901 or contact your local dealer.



Get more information at www.ipiphony.com or call 866.915.2901

see the lightTM
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